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Abstract
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) represent a broad class of systems which leverage the synergy and coordination of
computational algorithms and physical components. Advances in CPS will not only transform the methodologies
for building today’s real-time/embedded/control systems, but also bring new applications and engineering
paradigms for emerging systems with unprecedented scales such as the Internet of Things. In this talk, I will
discuss our CPS projects that address the challenges at the interface between systems, data/information processing,
and several important domains including mobile health, green home, and volcano/aquatic monitoring.
The prominence of mobile technologies holds the promise of transforming today’s focus from hospital-centered
healthcare to proactive, individualized care and wellbeing. I will discuss our work on integrated sensing and
feedback systems for tracking biological rhythms, including running, sleep/wakefulness, respiration, and hear rate,
which play a central role in maintaining our daily productivity and wellbeing. These systems integrate novel
sensing algorithms, psychological/physiological models, and human computer interaction (HCI) techniques into
holistic solutions that empower individuals to improve their health.
Recent years have witnessed increasing adoption of smart electricity metering infrastructure. To date, more than
70 million U.S households have installed smart meters. However, it remains challenging to motivate users’
behavior changes toward conservation. I will discuss our work on Supero – a system that promotes conservation
by providing users real-time, fine-grained, appliance-level power usage. By exploiting multi-sensor fusion and
unsupervised machine learning algorithms, Supero can classify the events of interest and autonomously associate
measured power usage with the respective appliances.
Lastly, I will briefly describe the cyber-physical systems that we developed for volcano and aquatic monitoring.
These systems integrate domain-specific physical models with advanced in-networking processing algorithms,
and have been field deployed at several sites, including two live volcanoes in Ecuador and Chile.
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